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Naethanz is a leather goods or products wholesaler, supplier and

OEM manufacturer. They are the most know and youngest leather

manufacturer is western India. They have ISO 9001:2008 and ISO

14001:2004 certification. Naethanz has a reputation of ...
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About Us

Naethanz is a leather goods or products wholesaler, supplier and OEM manufacturer. They are the

most know and youngest leather manufacturer is western India. They have ISO 9001:2008 and ISO

14001:2004 certification. Naethanz has a reputation of delivering the best product to their customers.

Naethanz has a huge factory of 18000 Sqft which helps them in completing their ongoing demand of

leather product to their customers. Naethanz has the policy of quality with quantity. They are the

whole sale manufacturer and needs to complete with big quantity in given time. Even though the

quantity is always large they still don't forget their policy of delivering the best to their customers.

Their policy has made them wanted worldwide. Naethanz operates from theory Indian office. 

Even though they don't have too many of offices but still maintain to cover the whole world with best

result. The quality of their product is 100 % genuine. Naethanz has a wide range of design and

patterns in their leather products. They not just delivery their product only in India; Naethanz has their

facility of delivering the best quality product in many other countries & states like Germany, Italy,

United States (USA), Spain, Australia, Greece, Sweden, Belgium, Ireland, Korea, United Kingdom

(UK), Japan, Finland, China, UAE, Dubai, Abudabi, Singapore, Switzerland ,Malaysia, Canada ,south

Africa, Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata and more.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 2007

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : 51 to 100 People



CONTACT US

Naethanz
Contact Person: Ranjith Thomas

G7, G8, D Wing, K2 Block, Udhyog Bhawan No. 2 Ambernath Industrial Park, Near Anand
Nagar
Thane - 421506, Maharashtra, India
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